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7Activity

Write .

16th Grade
Unit 9

Look  and

Professions and Occupations

a.___________________
 ____________________.

b.___________________
 ____________________.

c.___________________
 ____________________.

d.___________________
 ____________________.

e.___________________
 ____________________.

f.___________________
 ____________________.

*T. reviews vocabulary previously.  Ss write complete sentences.



7Activity

Complete  andRead ,

26th Grade
Unit 9

What do they do?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

A _______________ cooks food for other people.

A _______________ puts out fires.

A _______________ bakes the bread. 

A _______________ teaches the students. 

A _______________ studies one or more natural science. 

Say .



7Activity 36th Grade
Unit 9

Places Where we Work…

restaurant

bakery

school

hospitalfire station laboratory

a. b. c. d. 

e. f. 

1. A firefighter works in a      (    )

       __________________.

2. A doctor works in a             (    )

     ___________________.

3. A teacher works in a           (    )

     ___________________.    

4. A waiter works in a

     _________________.

5. A  baker works in a 

     _________________.

6. A scientist works in a

     _________________. 

(    )

(    )

(    )



7Activity

A doctor is a person who cures diseases by treating us and giving medicines. The doctor works 

in a hospital. There are many kinds of doctors. For example, the doctor who provides general 

medical care, is called “Family Doctor”; a “Dentist” is a doctor who cures our teeth; the 

doctor who treats the eye-related problems is the “Ophthalmologist”; the “Pediatrician” is a 

doctor who specializes in child-related problems. 

1. A doctor cures diseases.                                                   

2. A family doctor provides general medical care.  

3. The dentist cures our nose.   

4. The eye-related problems are treat by Ophthalmologist. 

5. The Neurologist cures the child-related problems. 

Circle .Read  and

46th Grade
Unit 9

What Doctors Do…

Yes            No

Yes            No

Yes            No

Yes            No

Yes            No



7Activity

Write .Read  and

56th Grade
Unit 9

What Firefighters Do…

Firefighters are trained to control and put out fires. Firefighters must work quickly 

and as a team to keep fires from spreading. They connect hoses to fire hydrants and 

operate pumps to power the hoses to help control the fire. They may also need to 

rescue people who are trapped inside burning buildings.

1. What are firefighters trained for?
__________________________________________________

2. How should firefighters work?
__________________________________________________.

3. Where do firefighters connect hoses?
__________________________________________________.

4. What’s another thing firefighters sometimes need to do?
__________________________________________________.

.



7Activity

Complete .Read   and

66th Grade
Unit 9

Places and Instruments  

1. The            __________ works in a                 ____________and uses a             _________________.

2. The           __________ works in a                 ____________and uses the            ________________.

3. The           __________ works in the              ____________ and uses  a            ________________. 

baker    bakery    doctor    hospital    mixer    police officer    
police station    stethoscope    walkie talkie   

Word Bank



7Activity

Read  and

76th Grade
Unit 9

Riddles

1. A                                            is a person who uses  tractors and works in a farm.                             

2. A                                            is a person who works in a school and uses a blackboard.               

3. A                                            is a person who uses handcuffs and a police car. 

4. A                                            is a  person who works in a restaurant and uses a tray.                         

5. A                                            is a person who studies natural science and works in a laboratory.       

6. A                                            is a person who works in a fire station  and  uses a water hose.                

7. A                                            is a person who cures sick animals and works in a veterinary hospital.          

Complete .

*T. reviews jobs and professions previously.



7Activity

Read  and

86th Grade
Unit 9

The Actions: Verbs

1. The police officer  arrests / bakes / helps  criminals.

2. The teacher  serves / helps / takes  other people  learn.

3. A firefighter  bakes / studies / puts out fires.

4. The baker bakes / cures / arrests bread.

5. The scientist  puts out / studies / serves  natural science.

6. A doctor  takes / cures / helps care of patients.

7. The veterinarian  bakes / cures / helps sick animals.

8. A waitress  studies / puts out / serves  food to people at the tables.

Underline .



7Activity

Write .Think   and

96th Grade
Unit 9

Describe the Job

Job:  

Place: 

Action: 

Tools: 

Additional information: 

.

.

.

.

* Choose a profession that you like, write about it, draw and color to finish your Illustrated Report.
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